The existence of an axially symmetric flow of an incompressible inviscid fluid moving around an obstacle is proved. The flow is either in a cylindrical pipe or an unbounded region and the cavity may be finite. The proof is based on a variational approach for a non-continuous functional. Essentially is the assumption that the obstacle is starlike with respect to some point on the axis of symmetry. This allows to apply the technique of symmetrization on the stream function.
Introduction
A three-dimensional axially symmetric flow of an incompressible inviscid fluid is moving around an obstacle. In its shadow occurs a cavity bounded by a free surface, on which the modulus of the velocity is constant. We consider two cases: the flow is either in an unbounded region or in a cylindrical pipe. Many examples of axially symmetric free surface flows have been studied in the literature. The existence proofs are mostly based on a minimum principle for a functional depending on the stream function of the flow. The considered functional is non-continuous but lower semicontinuous on a convex set which is sufficient for the existence of a minimum. The theory of such functionals was developed by Alt and Caffarelli in [1] and then applied on some free boundary problems, see [2, 3, 5, 6] . We also follow this way in our paper. The existence of an axially symmetric infinite cavity is proved in [5] . The authors investigate the flow around an obstacle which is an y-graph, i.e., any straight line which is parallel to the axis of symmetry {w = O} can intersect it in at most one point or along a segment. The free streamline then has the same property. Our geometrical assumption is
The obstacle is starlike with respect to some point on the axis of symmetry.
Then we can ensure the existence of flows of required type the free streamlines of which are also starlike. It appears that there are obstacles for which the cavity is finite, i.e., the free streamlines end on the axis of symmetry. We note that two-dimensional analogues of our flows are given by Serrin [9] (uniform flow in an unbounded region ) and Hilbig [8] (flow in a monotonously narrowing channel). In these papers the existence proof works with the hodograph mapping using the fact that the stream function is harmonic and with the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem. 
Definition of two axisymmetric cavity problems
We denote by X = (z, y) points in R2 and by B(X) the interior of the ball with centre X and radius R ,and we set B = B(0) ,where 0 is the origin (0, 0). We infer a continuous curve N (the obstacle), satisfying the following conditions (0 < a, b < + 00, 0 < a < 1): N : X = Xo(t) = (zo(t),yo(t)) for 0 -< t < a Xo(0) = (-b,0) yo(t) >0 for 0< t:5 a;
Xo is piecewise of class C 1 ; VX0(t ± 0) 0 0 for 0 < t :5 a.
N is starlike with respect to the origin , i.e., a straight line through the origin intersects the curve N in at most one point (2) or touches her along a segment.
We set A = Xo(a) = ( ZA, y4, S = ({z < -b}n{y = 0})u N Uu({z > 0}n{y = 0}) and 
X1 is of class C1 , VX1 (t±0)960 for o:5t:5d; E CO-1 (fl) and u = 0 on S; u= lonH and o<u<linCl;
u E C2 (G) n C(), where G = {u> 01 and 8{u > 0} fl Cl =r,
In the tripel (u,A,F) we call u the stream function , A the cavity speed and r the free stream line. In view of (4) the vector (, -) gives the velocity of an axially symmetric inviscid incompressible flow where {y = O} is the axis of symmetry. 
Figure 2 First we discuss some details in our problems. Because of the homegeneity of the operator L we could demand instead of the conditions (3) and (6), that u = Q on H and 0 u(z,y) < Q in C with a prescribed number Q > 0 , respectively.. If then (u, A, F) is a solution of the earlier problem we get a solution (ii,X,i1) for the modified problem by setting i = F , I = QA and U = Qu. We can heighten without further ado the demand of the smoothness of F because the free streamline is always analytic (see [5] ).
The main result of this paper is that the above stated problems have solutions . More precisely we prove the following two theorems. Remark 2.5: In a further paper (see [4] ) we study the behavior of -the free boundaries near the axis of symmetry {, = 01 and at infinity. There are the following main results:
1) In the case of a finite cavity we have smooth fit at the endpoint of I' on {y = 0} , i.e., lim -o R'(4') = +oo . The proof is lengthy because the uniform ellipticity of the operator L in (4) is violated on the axis {y = 0}.
2)In our solutions the tangents on the free streamlines are asymptotically horizontal (i.e., parallel to the x-axis) near infinity.
We now outline the contents of the paper. In Section 3 we introduce a variational functional with one real parameter A. The theory of such functionals was developed by Alt, Caffare]li and Friedman (see [1] [2] [3] 51 ). Here we use a version, in which the integral is extended over the unbounded domain Cl. This makes it more suitable for the numerical aspect and simplifies some proofs. To secure the convergence of the integral it requires additional terms in the integrand. However these terms do not influence on the variations of the functional. As in the above mentioned papers the functionais have absolute minma is in a suitable function class. In the open domain {u> 01 the equation (4) is valid and on the local analytic free boundary 8{u> 01 the condition (5) is satisfied. In Section 4 we prove that a suitable "starlike" increasing rearrangement of any function decreases our functionals. This shows that the free boundary is starlike . The Lipschitz continuity of absolute minima is shown in Section 5 . In Section 6 we prove that 8{u > 0} cannot oscillate touching the fixed boundary . In Section 7 we show that for a certain value A of the parameter A the absolute m inimum of the functional gives the solution of the cavity problem in the pipe . Here we use the uniqueness of absolute minima and their monotonicity in A . The second property means that for two parameters A l < A2 the corresponding minima suffice the inequality Ui > u2 . To get a solution of the Problem 2.2 we choose a convergent sequence of solutions of the cavity problem in the pipe where the corresponding sequence of diameters of the pipe tends to infinity. This finishes the proof of the Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. Finally we show that for certain obstacles (for instance if the detaching point A lies near the origin) the cavities in the solutions are finite. ifA<3.
Then let G0 be the domain between the curves H and ({y = 0}fl{z < -b})uNuugo and to the solution of the boundary value problem
vo=OonOGo\H, v0=lonH; The next definition will be useful for us in the following . Local minim already have some of the properties which we require to the solution of the cavity problem in the pipe. Urn Vu(z,y) = (0, j ) for aUyE(0,h) . (10) Proof: We take R>0, set KR = {vEKIv(X)=u(X) for JXI>R} and , for a
We note that the integrand in the functional JA,R is the same as in [5:p.98 ]. Then we can define a local minimum to JA,R as in Definition 3.2 with the set K replaced by KR, the functional J,,
by J,R and in formula (9) the domain of integration restricted on tin BR . Since the difference J),R( V ) -JA( v ) does not depend on v , we can conclude that u is also a local miniminn to JA,R.
Now we can prove as in [1] [2] [3] , that the conclusions (B3) except (10) domain which corresponds with tl in the (z,q5) .plane. The functions zo = zo(4,), çÔÂ <4, < 7r, and zj = z1 (4,), 0 < 4, < r ,are representations of N and H, respectively, and we have zo(4,) = 0 for 0 < 4, < cSA . We define for a function u E K:
Then we denote with U the monotonous increasing rearrangement (or Steiner symmetrization) of U in the variable z (see [6: pp.293-296]). Finally we call the function u8 defined by Then there follows that absolute minima are already starlike and we get the following Here and in the following the summation is over n from 1 to 2k +1.) By (13) and the Schwarz inequality we obtain
and the inequality Jj(u*) J,(u) follows from the representations (15). Now let u be any function in K. Then the assertion of the theorem follows by approximation.
Lipschitz continuity of minima
In this section we show that the absolute minima to the functionals JA such that, for all X' E B!a(Xo) fl (f \), we have v(X') :5 C IXo -X' I . We set r =dist(X, for any X E B(X0)n ((2 \) and get in the case B,.(X) C {u> O}
8B(X) 8B(X)
where the constants Cl, C3 and C3 do not depend on X. The first inequality in (16) we derive if we represent the scaled function w(7) = u(X + rX), 171 < 1, by the formula Further let G' denote the sub domain of G lying between the arcs 11 and . Finally let be u>OinaG'-neighbourhood of7iu72. 
8(G'U{u>O})
From this, the condition (17), and since we have v = 0 for r = ?1 and u = 0, M H = A on 8(G' \ {u> 0}) \ ({r = rj } U {r = r2 }) we can estimate Proof : We set v1 = max{ui;us} and v2 = min{(ui;us). Both v1 and V2 are are admissable and we have {v1 > 01 2 > 01 2 {v2 > 01 for k = 1,2. We denote with J, and .12 the functionals J, 1 and JA3 , respectively Then we get
The minimality of u1 and U2 yields .1i (ui ) = .11 (vi ) and .13 (u3 ) = J3(v3 ) and by the previous theorem there follows u1 = t.,i and u3 = v3 I Now let {An}> 1 be a positive sequence with A. -i A. We denote by u,, and u the absolute minima to the functionals J and Jj. , and by R, and R the corresponding representation functions from (12) (n E N). Theorem 7.3: Under the foregoing assumptions u weakly in H' . 2 and a.e.,
and
Proof: We can show (21) and (22) Together with (23) this yields wo(X) = max{0; 1 + (y2 -h2 )} , and finally lim,,.... + u(z, y) = max{0;1+ A(2 -h2)}.
In an analoguous way we prove in the case A < that lin_.+u, u(z, y) = and lim.+ooVu(z, y) =
. The last convergence property shows that an infinite cavity cannot occur in this case.
Next suppose that the cavity is finite in the border case A =. Let {.Xn}>1 be a monotonously decreasing sequence which tends to the limit A and {Fn}>j the corresponding 
On the other hand it follows by the maximum principle for u that the left-hand side of (24) is less than the number , which contradicts our assumption. Thus in the case A = the cavity is also infinite. Now the convergence property of the free boundary in (B2) follows by Lemma If A1 is near 0 we conclude that A < hT , which implies that the cavity is finite. Now let (u, A, F) be a solution of the Cavity Problem 2.2. Then instead of u 0 we use the function u1 satisfying
